RightFind Navigate
and RightFind Enterprise
combined benefits

RightFind Navigate and
RightFind Enterprise Together

Unify siloed global life science patents,
critical public data sources, preprints,
and high-value scientific literature
available in RightFind Enterprise
for smarter discovery

Power innovation by unifying content and data
discovery and strengthening copyright-compliant
collaboration
Biotech and life science companies must accelerate research and drive innovation
to compete effectively, but when content that is essential for research is siloed, it
hinders discoverability and slows the pace of innovation. Knowledge workers need
to discover relevant information across a spectrum of sources without having to
repeat the same search over and over again.
RightFind Navigate unifies global life science patents, critical public data sources,
and high-value scientific literature via seamless RightFind Enterprise integration,
all within a scalable open integration ecosystem. This powerful combined solution
allows organizations to centralize content discovery and access, enabling knowledge
workers to find relevant content, while strengthening copyright-compliant
collaboration to drive innovation.

Personalize results based on
what’s relevant to each user

Centralize access to content
anytime, anywhere

Strengthen copyrightcompliant collaboration

Find relevant scientific concepts
faster using public, licensed,
and custom vocabularies

Powerful capabilities to drive innovation
Aggregated search
Start your discovery in RightFind Navigate with a unified
search experience that displays meaningful results and enables
connections across multiple critical data sources.
Personalize the search experience
Find relevant content faster with explicit and implicit personalization
models that incorporate user activity, machine learning, and
preferences, ensuring that each user gets the content most relevant to
them. Users also have the flexibility to turn personalization on and off.
Document delivery
Looking for a document? Get the content you and your colleagues
need anywhere, anytime. Easily find the content you need within
RightFind Enterprise’s STM database of more than 140 million
citations, including 3 million open access articles.

Why CCC?
At CCC, we help companies manage vast amounts of
published content and proprietary internal information
and data. We have a proven track record of working with a
wide range of companies, including content providers and
technology partners, to unify data sources and make content
more discoverable. We are experts in processing data from
nearly all major publishing houses and metadata aggregators
accounting for more than 120 million unique records per year
across a diverse set of industries.

Global life science patent searches
Find global life science patent documents quickly. Uncover hidden
information in millions of patents from 98 countries.
Semantic search
Identify relevant documents with an expanded search that
incorporates synonyms from the MeSH vocabulary. Navigate’s open
ecosystem supports vocabularies and synonyms from licensed,
publicly available, and custom vocabularies and semantically enriches
indexed and API-based data in real time. Semantically enriched
visualizations provide highlights of relevant topics and the main
semantic topics in your search results to enable additional insights.
Scalable open integration ecosystem
Increase discoverability by bringing together siloed public data,
preprints, millions of global life science patents, and RightFind
Enterprise’s robust catalog of scientific literature.
Seamless RightFind Enterprise integration
Centralize content discovery and access to RightFind’s STM database
of over 140 million citations and 3 million open access articles.
Strengthen copyright-compliant collaboration
Use RightFind shared libraries collaborative workspaces to organize,
simplify access, and facilitate copyright-compliant collaboration
in researchers’ content workflows based on research area or role
(e.g., Medical Communications, Competitive Intelligence, Regulatory,
Research, Patent Filing, and more).
Configure data sources
Define the data source connectors users will see by division,
department, or location based on your license agreements. CCC sets
up your organization’s data source connectors based on your input
or based on the division, department, or location information in
RightFind Enterprise if you use this product.
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RightFind Navigate enhances discovery by unifying siloed
content and data

Topic interactions
Filter your search results by topics in the Analytics pane to explore
how topics co-relate and quickly get the information you want.

About CCC
A pioneer in voluntary collective licensing, CCC (Copyright Clearance Center) helps
organizations integrate, access, and share information through licensing, content, software,
and professional services. With expertise in copyright and information management, CCC
and its subsidiary RightsDirect collaborate with stakeholders to design and deliver innovative
information solutions that power decision-making by helping people integrate and navigate
data sources and content assets.

Learn more

Contact us to schedule a
RightFind Navigate demo.
U.S. organizations:
copyright.com/navigate
solutions@copyright.com
Outside U.S. organizations:
rightsdirect.com/navigate
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